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Summary Abstract
In the EU there is a key piece of digital regulation called the GDPR – Global Data Protection 
Regulation. This article – brief as it is reviews the US6370629 Settlement as codified by USDC 14-
03629/WHA, and its requirements to take offshore frauds to those local courts, and how that affects 
the use of Microsoft (Apple, and many others) software in the EU nations. 

There are a number of enforcement instance issues with the GDPR regulation in the European Data 
Protection Board (EDPB) operations which are not readily disclosed. These include

1. the outright impossibility factor in meeting the GDPR requirements because no Nation has 
formally dealt with the EP0997808a3 patent fraud as it pertains to Article 17 Human Rights 
guarantee to Property Ownership; and its larger European Commission Convention on 
Human and Property Rights shown here.

2. seizure process as well as the IPRED (IP Rights) Directives (31 and 48, 48(01)) as they 
control the use of US6370629 through the EP0997808a3 patent fraud in those nations.

3. International impact with other EU and related Nations in the European Economic  Area and 
Association of Nations not in the EU but who abide by its Trade Regulations and IP Law 
requirements like the EU-Mercosur Nations trade agreement shown here

4. On the European Commissions Law on Processing Personal Data and the rights attached to 
it, which cannot be met from the US6370629 ruling in USDC 14-03629/WHA

5. International Impact (including Communication Law) with the other 6 Nations with 
US6370629 frauds in them (Australia AP54015/99, Brazil BR9904979A, Canada 
CA2287596a, Korea KR20000032593a, Japan JP2000163379a, and South Africa 
ZA9906799a) several of whom have independent contractual/treaty based relationships 
including Global Trade Agreements all in violation of Global and European Commission.
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In closing there are many other issues, but these create as a starting point, a barrier regarding the 
property theft rights against the various Member Nations of the European Union and also are 
codified in the Council of Europe's Property Rights as defined in Article1 Protocol 1 as well further 
cementing that the European Member Nations party of the Council of Europe and its Human Rights 
Court's authorities are bound through that angle as well.

The GDPR and its mandatory requirements
The Global Data Protection Regulation is meant to implement EU Law and controls for privacy as 
well as requirements for protecting data. These are constrained and implemented by the EDPB (EC 
Data Protection Board) and its DPA’s (Data Protection Authorities) in each of the EC Member 
Nations. 

The problem is any software which uses US6370629 directly or indirectly is controlled by 
the terms and effects of the Settlement for the patent’s use as judicially perfected in USDC 
14-03629/WHA, and that makes it physically impossible to apply the terms of the GDPR to 
any data processed through, created with or touched by US6370629 based softwares in any 
form. 

Because of key International Treaties this isn't really arguable either. Until Microsoft, Apple, 
Google, Facebook and the other Silicon Valley Software vendors and the Linux Vendors obtain 
releases from those terms, that ruling from the US District Court in 14-03629/WHA controls all 
licensing and all choices of law those softwares may operate under. Hence it is legally impossible to
apply the GDPR to anything using those softwares today in any form. 

We will explain further. 

The GDPR itself forces all parties trying to meet its 
terms to commit a criminal anti-trust act
Any and all computers operating in the European Commission’s European Union are constrained 
and required to implement the choice of law of the European Commission. Generally speaking 
Software from any Vendor or online-service like Cloud or Social Networking is provided with the 
ability to change that choice of law. Except in the instance where the software contains US6370629 
methods, and especially when its operated in any of these jurisdictions, because US6370629 was 
illegally filed and then abandoned by Datum Corp in those jurisdictions as follows: Australia 
AP54015/99, Brazil BR9904979A, Canada CA2287596a, EU EP0997808a3, Korea 
KR20000032593a, Japan JP2000163379a, and South Africa ZA9906799a.  US those vendors using 
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US6370629 lost the right to provide software with resettable or changeable Choice of Law, such 
that it MUST always use California Law until such time as it is properly relicensed by the holders 
of the US6370629 rights to allow it to be set to that of the nation of where it is being operated. 
Microsoft for instance cannot allow you to change the Choice of Law for Windows, Office365, or 
Azure Cloud services for instance to anything. It is always hard-wired to California State Law per 
the ruling from USDC 14-03629/WHA. Google and their Android Products as well as all their 
online services, and Apple and iPhone have this problem as well. Many other vendors like IBM, 
Symantec, Oracle, eBay, Paypal, and key networking providers like Cisco and Juniper Networks 
were all either Named Defendants or DOES in the USDC 14-03629/WHA matter, as were many 
Weapons Providers and their resellers as well. The implications speak for themselves. All of those 
products carry California Law and nothing else making it legally impossible to apply GDPR or any 
nations Rule of Law to those products operations. 

Further, when operated in any of the seven nations listed above they create a new antitrust instance 
for each ongoing operating event, thus forming an ongoing criminal endeavor in the operations of 
systems and controls implementing GDPR globally. 

The GDPR itself requires the conversion of property rights in 
the EU
Because the USDC 14-03629/WHA case separated the eight instances – seven frauds and one 
(US6370629) properly licensed (the frauds: Australia AP54015/99, Brazil BR9904979A, Canada 
CA2287596a, EU EP0997808a3, Korea KR20000032593a, Japan JP2000163379a, and South 
Africa ZA9906799a) any and all instances where GDPR is applied to those operating instances 
creates a criminal conversion of property by the Data Processing Authority or that nation in its 
application of GDPR. 

The GDPR itself requires cellphone manufacturers to commit 
fraud in assigning EU Statutes and not California Law to those
devices
Because Apple and Google itself were named defendants in the USDC 14-03629/WHA matter, 
there is no question that their telcom products (iPhone/iOS and Android) both carry mandatory 
application of California State law with it. That means in addition to California State Radiation 
Levels, and related Health Code requirements violating EU and various Nations requirements 
therein, all operating data within those cellular infrastructures is controlled by the California 
Personal Privacy Act and cannot have the GDPR applied around it or in place of it in any instance. 
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The GDPR itself requires Cloud Operators to fraudulently 
apply local Choice of Law instances to those Operations 
instead of California law
Because Cloud Systems use US6370629 the Cloud Providers are tied to the USDC 14-03629/WHA 
ruling. This means all of the data inside the Cloud Systems and their  infrastructures is controlled by
the California Personal Privacy Act and cannot have the GDPR applied around it or in place of it in 
any instance. This makes it legally impossible to implement the GDPR in any form, in any nation 
on earth without a release from the USDC 14-03629/WHA ruling, and also the EP0997808a3 (or 
related fraud instance’s) effects. 

The GDPR requires parties to ignore EP0997808a3 frauds to 
operate in violation of EC Article 17(2)
Speaking of EP0997808a3, for the EDPB and GDPR standards, it requires the European 
Commission to ignore the fact it exists and is an ongoing fraud, contaminating each and every 
computer in the EU today. As such, it requires both Article 17(1) and (2) sections to be ignored, as 
well as TFEU standards for each and every computer operating in the EU today. 

Summary
The GDPR cannot be implemented in any form today because the computers it must run on cannot 
accept it, until such time as the EU either addresses the EP0997808a3 fraud and pays for the 
conversion of the property as Article 17 and TFEU standards require, or the vendors pay for a 
release from the USDC 14-03629/WHA standard. Until such time both issues are addressed the 
EDPB cannot legally require any party to break EU law to implement GDPR in any form, and no 
DPA (Data Protection Authority) can properly fine any party for any reason until those two 
underlying matters (the USDC-14-03629 release and the EP0997808A3 fraud) are both resolved in 
a form the Article 17 and related TFEU standards, as well as the COE Article1-Protocol1 provides 
for. 

The History
To set the history, Todd Glassey (and Michael McNeil) hired Mark Hastings and his company 
Digital Delivery Inc to file US6370629 for their common and individual uses. 

The US Government and its Agent, Datum Corp, who Glassey (and McNeil) worked for as 
independent consultants in developing Glassey’s “Trusted Timing Infrastructure” system covertly 
purchased DDI and reassigned US6370629 illegally to themselves. The contract between Glassey 
and DDI prevented the reassignment of US6370629, something USG and the USPTO refused to 
acknowledge. See it in the reassignment section online here: 
https://patentandiprecoveries.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/contracts-co-inventor-agreement.pdf 
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In that same time frame they (Datum) started a financial war with Glassey and McNeil to force 
them into Bankruptcy. They failed… Simultaneously they (Datum) filed the following instances of 
US6370629 globally and abandoned them. 

Some time later a settlement which only acknowledged the US patent was reached which forced all
parties to use the IP in a Development Only mode and required formal registration of each use per 
sections §8.7, and §8.4 of the Settlement.  It is made Binding against all successors and sub-
licensesee’s by Section §8.3 as well. Finally, under §8.1 all users agree they may only apply the 
Laws of the State of California, and those are the key flaws which breaks GDPR.  See the section 8 
terms in this document, the same one FBI and other DOJ agencies swore did NOT exist. It was 
withheld until 23-Feb-2013 when it was recovered 13+ years after its signing: 
https://patentandiprecoveries.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/contracts-sym00001-sym00011.pdf 

In 1999 and 2000 Datum also illegally filed these 7 instances of US6370629 and abandoned them. 
https://patentandiprecoveries.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/evidence-espacenet-inpadoc-patent-
family.pdf – These listed below. 

The above list maps the illegal copies of the US6370629 Patent which were filed PRIOR to the 
Release being signed on 19-Nov-1999 and which are not listed in that release in any form. 

The effect of this last action also makes the sale of softwares into those jurisdictions a criminal 
antitrust action as defined in the next chart. It is important to understand how many other patents 
rely on our are derived from the US6370629 core IP root. 

Additionally there is a second patent (US6393126) which was also taken and illegally filed, 
and it too has an interesting history since it controls most of the key content inside the 
Global Surveillance system illegally operated by US and UK governments and various other
partners. 

In both instances the Governments themselves have refused to take any notice of their behavior or 
hold their companies legally accountable for counterfeiting software and the sale of it or the 
commingling of those funds from said sales with other funds. 
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ACTA – The (unratified) Anti Counterfeiting Trade Agreement 
and its implications
This matter is further complicated by ACTA  even though it was never fully adopted. Many EU 
Nations did approve it. ACTA is the Global Multi-Nation Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement 
which both US and many EU members, as well as many other Nations approved. It pertains in this 
case to Apple, Microsoft, Google, Facebook and other Silicon Valley Softwares illegally sold in the 
EU which impact GDPR. ACTA then is used as an example of other in force Legislation which was 
fully ratified. 

The Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA) is a multinational treaty for the purpose of 
establishing international standards for intellectual property rights enforcement. The agreement 
aims to establish an international legal framework for targeting counterfeit goods, generic 
medicines and copyright infringement on the Internet, and would create a new governing body 
outside existing forums, such as the World Trade Organization, the World Intellectual Property 
Organization, and the United Nations. 

In fact with these Illegal Instances of US6370629 filed and abandoned in numerous signatories to 
the Act their actions further complicates the Issuance and enforcement of GDPR. Each sale of 
constrained IP into these jurisdictions constitutes a Counterfeiting Event and directly violates the 
ACTA standards as shown in the next Illustration.

This effect of this fraud (caused by EP0997808A3) in the EU will continue through the terminus of 
the Copyrights against those softwares (~2100AD). It impacts Apple, Microsoft, Oracle, the Linux 
Vendors, Google, Facebook and many others including all their myriad of products and online 
services. All data created or processed through them is fully bound to the Terms of the Settlement – 
at least until such time under TFEU and the EU Article 17 that the EC pays for those uses and the 
damages to date. 
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The Settlement was only intended as a Development Only use 
License. It made all uses of US6370629 development only 
under the Settlement Terms. 
Finally in making this a Development Only release, the Settlement also wrapped each use in a 
Mandatory Use of California Law for each and every use, not released from those terms as defined 
in section §8.1 of the Settlement. 
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In addition to the DEVELOPER REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS for the use of US6370629 at 
the end-user levels, there was also a payment required for each and every patent filed from the 
US6370629 root of $300,000 including any derivatives (per Section 3.4). After that payment, these 
filings were fully controlled by the terms of Section 8 as well after that payment. 

Apple has 4 which have never been paid for. Microsoft 10 or more. These actions speak for 
themselves. 

The Sale of Unlicensed Software outside of the Development Only Use 
terms into various Jurisdictions constitutes a violation of ACTA (as just
one example) in the sale of counterfeited Wares in that Jurisdiction

In all instances this causes serious international legal concerns to be raised. Again, we use ACTA 
although it was never fully ratified. It is exemplar of the many pieces of EU code that were. As 
such, the sale of End-User softwares in violation of the ACTA is a serious claim and one which is 
obvious in form. 

In the case of US6370629, it is inside every Microsoft Operating System in multiple places 
including the NTFS File System, the Login Controller Module, the Active Directory control 
service, and many Application Layer interfaces. It provides the ability to create Location 
Aware Software and implement zone based control models for any number of policy service 
and application uses. Without it most of today's Software from Microsoft and especially all 
Cloud Systems would be impossible to operates. 

The same is true of Apple, Oracle, Facebook, Google, and many many others. 
Because of the number of Jurisdictions where US6370629 was illegally filed and abandoned the 
sale of those softwares and use of those softwares in those Jurisdictions forms an antitrust fraud 
matter. 

The impact of that is pretty obvious. Using Microsoft Windows in these Nations constitutes a crime.
Same is true of Apple, and Google, et al… 

The EU Regulatory Framework
The EU and its enforcement against the GDPR is today patently in violation of its own internal 
Articles and the ACTA, Berne, IP Protection Acts, AML Statutes triggered by selling and profiting 
from stolen IP, as well as the other Statutes shown here. 

Article 17 - Right to property 
Under the EU, COE, and UN Charter, the EP0997808a3 (US6370629) Intellectual Property, 
specifically that IP under Article 17(1) and (2) is fully protected and further codified by the USDC 
ruling in 14-03629/WHA as protected and where appropriate US Sourced softwares are equally 
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constrained by the Section 8 terms for the US6370629 and US6393126 patents. This applies to their
derivatives as well. 

1. Everyone has the right to own, use, dispose of and bequeath his or her lawfully acquired 
possessions. No one may be deprived of his or her possessions, except in the public 
interest and in the cases and under the conditions provided for by law, subject to fair 
compensation being paid in good time for their loss. The use of property may be regulated 
by law in so far as is necessary for the general interest.
2. Intellectual property shall be protected.

The Actions of the EU in creating a set of Legal Controls on DATA which is protected as being only
usable under the Terms perfected in the US6370629 Settlement by the GDPR constitutes such an 
action by the European Commission and its Parliament, and the greater membership of the Nations 
of the EU (and UK) themselves. 

Article 6 - Right to liberty and security 
Everyone has the right to liberty and security of person according to Article 6, which is further 
impacted by Article 16; 

Article 16 - Right to Conduct A Business 
Article 16 we also see The freedom to conduct a business in accordance with Community law and 
national laws and practices is recognized. This is a key gating matter in an EU Wide Antitrust 
Matter where property rights under Article 17 are converted and handed over to Microsoft, Apple, 
Google, Oracle, Facebook and others such that they may do business using our IP Licensing in lieu 
of our rights. 

Legal Standard – the Chemiefarma v Commission of the 
European Union: The US6370629 Settlement is a contract 
under EU Standards
The Settlement is an agreement binding on all Successors, Assigns and related parties per section 
8.3 of the Settlement terms. As such it is constrained under Chemiefarma v Commission of the 
European Union.

Agreements are not only confined to binding contracts of whatever kind but also include 
understandings and the so-called, informal ‘gentleman’s agreement’ as seen in C-41/69 
Chemiefarma v Commission of the European Communities [1970] ECR 661. 
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Counterfeiting, Restraint of Trade,  and Article 101 and 102 of 
the TFEU
Further both Article 101 and 102 of the TFEU provide for recourse for parties illegally selling 
Counterfeit software in restraint of a Contract they would normally have to meet the terms of to sell 
those Softwares. 

The Restraint of Trade aspects of this type of Counterfeiting prevent the GDPR from being 
implemented in any form, since in this instance the Contract causes California Law and only 
California Law to be applied to any and all softwares provided by, sold or operated by, those parties 
bound to the ruling from 14-03629/WHA and its effects. 

Article 101 of the TFEU (EU) and 14-03629/WHA

This Settlement as perfected by 14-03629/WHA is not an agreement which runs afoul of the EU 
Standards. The type of loose arrangements that may fall foul of Article 101(1) is demonstrated in C-
32/78 and 36-82/78 BMW Belgium v Commission of the European Communities [1979] ECR 2435 
where the court stated that signing and returning a copy of a document, not a contractual document, 
amounted to an agreement. The scope of ‘agreement’ was further considered in T-
148/89 Trefilenrope SARL v Commission [1995] ECR II-1063 where the General Court declared 
that:

…for there to be an agreement within the meaning of…[Article 101(1) TFEU], it is 
sufficient for the undertakings in question to have expressed their joint intention to 
conduct themselves in the market in a particular way.

If Apple and Microsoft both violate the terms of the 14_-03629/WHA rulings effects…

If two independent manufacturers of a particular product  act in a cohesive manner, say they fix 
their prices, or violate some common order restricting their right to sell Intellectual Properties, the 
consumer’s ability to shop for legally accessible products, or ones with cheaper products is limited, 
particularly if these manufacturers together hold a large market share. Evidently, this is a violation 
of Article 101(1).

Article 102 of the TFEU (EU) and 14-03629/WHA

Microsoft, Apple, Oracle, Google, Facebook, and many other Silicon Valley companies are tied to a 
Ruling for their Uses of US6370629 methods in their products. Additionally there is an illegal copy 
of US6370629 filed and abandoned in the EU which makes the sale of those products an Antitrust 
Violation in the EU. As such entities violating the terms of their ability to sell those products in the 
EU itself, are in violation of the EU as Enterprises per the definitions of Article 102
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An entity must be an ‘undertaking’ to be subject to Community competition law and 
therefore Article 102. The European Court of Justice (ECJ) in Hofner v Elser states that 
“The concept of an undertaking encompasses every entity engaged in economic activity 
regardless of the legal status of the entity and the way in which it is financed.” See Hofner v 
Elser  and paragraph 21 -   https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX  
%3A61990CJ0041

Article 101(3) and Restraint of Trade by a vertical agreement and 
COMMISSION REGULATION (EU) No 330/2010

Under the Definitions Section of 330/2010 we see: 

(a) ‘vertical agreement’ means an agreement or concerted practice entered into between two 
or more undertakings each of which operates, for the purposes of the agreement or the 
concerted practice, at a different level of the production or distribution chain, and relating to 
the conditions under which the parties may purchase, sell or resell certain goods or services;

(b) ‘vertical restraint’ means a restriction of competition in a vertical agreement falling 
within the scope of Article 101(1) of the Treaty.

Per Paragraph 12 we see 

(12) The market-share limitation, the non-exemption of certain vertical agreements and the 
conditions provided for in this Regulation normally ensure that the agreements to which the 
block exemption applies do not enable the participating undertakings to eliminate 
competition in respect of a substantial part of the products in question.

In its operations no company or group of US Companies operating in the EU may sell products 
containing or derived from US6370629 without proper releases. When those products are the only 
ones allowed to be sold, and they do not have proper releases, they block market access to those 
which do. 

When those products allege to the Public and Regulators that they do have said same releases and 
do not, they are counterfeit Industrial and Software Products sold in direct violation of the Anti-
counterfeiting Rules and Legislation in the EU and in violation of the Paris Convention and 
subsequent Intellectual Property protection agreements. 
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The Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property
The Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property, Article 10bis, requires its member 
countries to provide protection of industrial property against unfair competition. The sale of 
Intellectual Property (and Industrial Properties) in the form of Copyright Protected or otherwise 
Licensed Softwares outside of the terms those Parties selling those softwares are capable of 
assigning to a third party constitutes a direct violation of Article 10bis of the Paris Convention. 

In all instances the Software Vendors selling wares and related materials derived from 
US6370629 are constrained both by their requirements to apply the Court Perfected rules, 
and any damage they may cause by selling those properties into Jurisdictions where an 
Illegal copy of US6370629 was filed and abandoned. 

See also 

• Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property (1883)

• Patent Cooperation Treaty (1970)

• Budapest Treaty on the International Recognition of the Deposit of Microorganisms for the 
Purposes of Patent Procedure (1977)

• Strasbourg Agreement Concerning the International Patent Classification (1971)

• Patent Law Treaty (2000)

The US Court-Perfected Settlement and its key sections
The key sections of the Settlement include the Payment Statement (for a single and each patent 
filing per Section 3.4) and those in Section 8 which properly constrain all uses and resale of 
Derivatives obtained from or made from these technologies in any form. 

The agreement itself was formally affirmed and perfected in the USDC 14-03629/WHA matter and 
no amendments or strike-outs were placed into the records of the court, so this contract in a plain-
text form is the totality of that agreement. 

The EU has no legal authority to set aside 14-03629/WHA or its
limitations against US Corporations operating in the EU
The EU itself is bound to the Rome Statute, the Paris Convention, The Washington Treaty on 
Integrated Circuits, and many other Intellectual and Industrial Property Treaties including but not 
limited to TRIPS from the WIPO. It has no legal authority to either put in place a Directive as it has 
with the GDPR or any legislation which might impact those American Corporations selling 
software into the EU or related nations actions, in regard to their violating the terms of the 
Settlement as set forth and Judicially Perfected in the 14-03629/WHA ruling.
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The Settlement Contract and its Sections
This next section overviews the actual text of the Settlement and its sections impacting Microsoft, 
Apple, Oracle, Google, Facebook and most all other US Corporations operating in the EU and 
selling products constrained by the 14-03629/WHA ruling in the EU. 

Section 8.1
Section 8.1 is the California Law clause. It applies California and only California Law to the uses of
those products derived from the US6370629 while the settlement is in effect. 

Section 8.3
Section 8.3 is the Successor and Assigns clause and its effective scope of control clause. 

Section 8.4
Section 8.4 is the Must Comply and operations clause for responsibilities for use of this 
DEVELOPMENT ONLY USE LICENSE.  This is a very toxic clause and it would not be a part of 
any COMMERCIAL USE END USER RELEASE because of the mandatory assumption 
requirements. 
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Section 8.5 
Section 8.5 is the Totality of Scope and This is the Sole Agreement clause. Common in most 
contracts. It requires any and all amendments to be made in writing to this agreement. 

Section 8.7
Section 8.7 is the MUST PRODUCE ANY NECESSARY DOCUMENTS Clause which requires 
the creation of a separate document control program to show full compliance with this agreement 
and its intent. 

How it all fits together
Section 8.7 requires every user of every Software controlled by this Agreement to produce a 
Document showing their standing and willingness to be bound by this agreement as defined in 
Section 8.4. The parties this pertains to are defined in Section 8.3, and all parties agree to be bound 
by Section 8.1 selection of California Law. 

Until an amendment or revision to this agreement is created under Section 8.5, this standing is fully 
binding. 

With that stage set…
With that stage set there are 274+ derivative patents which have never been paid for which have 
issued through USPTO, and a number about six times that which were filed and which didn't issue 
for one reason or another.  274 x 300K = 85M USD. 
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All in all, today we figure there are somewhere between 1500 and 1700 patents which in the US 
should have been paid for as direct derivatives from US6370629. 1500 x 300K = 1.5B USD. 

Indirectly, there are tens of thousands of patents which use several individual claims from 
US6370629 today, which also have not been paid for which issued. The same six times multiplier is 
a good metric therein for those properly which did not issue. Assume out of the following search 
that 20,000 patents infringe past the Sin Qua Non level which was set to just one claim by Judge 
Alsup’s rulings effect from USDC 14-03629 and you have a reasonable number therein. Then we 
get to the myriad of foreign filings in both classes. 

The Litigation's based on Datum’s refusal to be bound 
to the terms of its own Settlement. 
Datum and its successors vigorously refused to be bound to the terms of the Settlement their 
counsel was the sole author of eventually forcing litigation. The ensuing litigation forced Datum to 
merge with Symmetricom, and finally Symmetricom to be liquidated into a new entity created with 
a Canadian Company, called Microsemi (California). 

Glassey and McNeil took Microsemi (Datum’s Successor) to court in the Federal District Court to 
either Set the Settlements aside and rescind the assignments, or properly judicially perfect the terms 
as the consequence of refusing to set the Settlements aside. The Case is 14-03629/WHA. 

The purpose of the 14-03629/WHA was actually hidden, and was tied to the efforts to test each of 
the claims Apple, Facebook, Google, Microsoft and other third-party vendors would use to attack 
the Settlement. The intent was to test those claims before the Court by attacking the Settlement, its 
language and how it was obtained before taking those claims out to enforce. This mechanism 
produced a lawsuit of claims Standing in the Defendants Shoes. One very unique in that we 
functionally sued ourselves on behalf of our Infringer's.

We lost miserably and in doing so the mechanical effect was to judicially perfect the key terms of 
the Settlement for the US and its operating Companies. This included the IETF, the World’s 
Network Protocol Standards Group as well meaning the ruling through their being bound to it, 
covers all softwares using these IP’s inside their networking frameworks globally. 

Where are we today – and how does this affect GDPR? 
Where we are today is simple, no US Software Vendor can offshore software using this IP derived 
from the US Patents use terms and re-license it to any third party outside the terms of the Settlement
which the 14-CV-034629/WHA ruling perfected. 

No party developing softwares in any of these Nations can use US6370629 based IP because of the 
illegally filed and abandoned instances of US6370629 in these Nations as well. 
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As to the GDPR 
Intersoft Consulting – has done a great job on breaking the GDPR into proper sections and broken it
further into readable chunks. 

Here then is their site = https://gdpr-info.eu/ - and we suggest you read it all the while remembering 
IF THE VENDOR SELLING YOU SOFTWARE IS BOUND TO THE LAW OF THE STATE OF 
CALIFORNIA AND CANNOT GIVE YOU LEGAL STANDING TO IMPLEMENT ANY OTHER
CHOICE OF LAW, AND FURTHER THEY MUST IMPLEMENT A SECTION 8 PROGRAM 
WHICH TRACKS ALL PARTIES AS THOUGH THOSE PARTIES ARE DEVELOPERS, HOW 
CAN YOU POSSIBLY IMPLEMENT ANY OF THIS? 

It is a simple question. If the Laws of the State of California for instance control every post 
to every Blog on every Server on Earth how can a RIGHT TO BE FORGOTTEN exist 
anywhere? How about any of the other key GDPR constructs and controls? 

We asked Margrethe Vestager and the EC’s  Anti-competition Commissioners office formally this 
question and how those softwares could be sold into the EU based on the EP099780A3 patent fraud 
and its effect. She refused to answer and just continues to ignore these matters further creating more
woe. 

The issues are simple. 

1) The “Successors” to the Licensing are not just the assignee's of the Patents, they are the third
parties they provide direct and indirect license to use for Plaintiff’s PHASE-II Properties. Those 
uses come in the form of copyrighted softwares derived from US6370629 or its derivatives which 
are fully controlled by USDC 14-03629/WHA’s effects. 

2) Since the US6370629 Location Based Services called “PHASE-II Technologies”  inside it is
used to create new Intellectual Properties, those carry the limitations of the PHASE-II Licensing 
with them.

4) The specific language of US6370629’s settlement section §8.7, §8.5, and §8.4 were crafted 
to create a liability which rolls down to the end-user for their compliance.
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5) All Softwares created from this are tied to the Section §8.1 limitations pertaining to the 
Mandatory Use of California Law. 

WHERE DOES THIS LEAVE THE COMPLYING ENTITY? 
The complying entity has the obligation to show that they properly disclosed the use of US6370629 
controlled Phase-II IP inside their products, and that they fully met the terms of the licensing. 
Further that their end-user’s must also accept those terms and cannot use the software without 
accepting them. 

Failing to obtain the agreement of the end-user to be bound by the terms of the settlement 
agreement (whatever they may be) invalidates their use of the software and creates a breach/loss 
instance for each user or software program refusing to comply. 

FOR ANY SOFTWARE PRODUCTS THEY SELL: 
a) They must maintain a full set of compliance records or get a waiver for their responsibility 
there for each and all uses of the US6370629 protected PHASE-II IP they use outside the limited 
uses provided to Microsemi in the settlement. 

b) The ‘Installer’ kits must obtain approval to be bound in the installer acceptance of licensing 
terms for US6370629 compliance. Each installed software must properly report compliance with 
the licensing disclosure requirements created in 8.7, 8.5, and 8.4 of the Settlement’s terms. 

They also must agree that their Choice of Law is that of the State of California per section 8.1 and 
that this will also apply to any derivative products they may make or produce from this per the 
terms of Section 8.3. 

c) All of this must be audit-able and reported to the Shareholders in the yearly reports since it 
constrains all of their key products.

FOR ANY PATENTS THEY FILE USING OR DERIVED FROM 
PHASE-II IP’S
a) Payment of $300,000.00 USD – due upon filing whether the patent issues or not. Full 
compliance with the Phase-II requirements for sale in the US. 

b) Full compliance for each and every patent and every software product or component 
published and re-licensed which contains or relies on PHASE-II IP, or a release from that 
responsibility. 

In Closing
We believe this makes the GDPR MOOT and unenforceable as it sits today. 
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Until such time that the vendors obtain independent releases or the EU itself properly seizes and 
pays for the IP in question for the Public Good under Article 17, all uses of it constitute a market 
controlling action in violation of Antitrust Standards. 

The releases from these terms that the key Software Vendors have refused to implement with us, 
further document the scope of this IP fraud globally and their refusal to be bound by US or other 
Law unless they chose so. It is a disturbing statement.
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